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problem 1 Solving Recurrences

Prove a (as tight as possible) O (big-Oh) asymptotic bound on the following recurrences. You may
use any base cases you’d like.

1. For the following recurrence, it may be helpful to draw out the tree. However, you should
prove the asymptotic bound using induction.

• T(n) = T( n
3 ) + T( n

9 ) + n

Solution:

2. For the following recurrence relations, indicate: (i) which case of the Master Theorem applies
(if any); (ii) justification for why that case applies (if one does) i.e., what is a, f (n), ε, etc; (iii)
the asymptotic growth of the recurrence (if any case applies).

• T(n) = 4T( n
2 ) + 42n2

Solution:

• T(n) = 4T( n
2 ) + 7n2 log n + 5n

Solution:

problem 2 Disney+

The executives at Disney+, like those at Netflix, are worried about password sharing and have
asked you to look into the problem. They come to you with a list of n total login instances and
provide an equivalence tester that tells you, in constant time, if two logins were produced from the
same account. Specifically, due to privacy concerns, they do not share full login details and will
only allow your algorithm to compare the login equivalence of two of the items in the list at a
time.

Design an algorithm to determine if there exists a set of at least ⌈ n
2 ⌉ logins that were from

the same account. Your algorithm must solve this problem in Θ(n log n) total invocations of the
equivalence tester Disney provided.

Solution:
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problem 3 Castle Hunter

We are currently developing a new board game called Castle Hunter. This game works similarly
to Battleship, except instead of trying to find your opponent’s ships on a two dimensional board,
you’re trying to find and destroy a castle in your opponent’s one dimensional board. Each player
will decide the layout of their terrain, with castles placed on each hill. Specifically, each castle is
placed such that they are higher than the surrounding area, i.e. they are on a local maximum,
because hill tops are easier to defend. Each player’s board will be a list of n floating point values.
To guarantee that a local maximum exists somewhere in each player’s list, we will force the first
two elements in the list to be (in order) 0 and 1, and the last two elements to be (in order) 1 and 0.

To make progress, you name an index of your opponent’s list, and she/he must respond with
the value stored at that index (i.e., the altitude of the terrain). To win you must correctly identify
that a particular index is a local maximum (the ends don’t count), i.e., find one castle. An example
board is shown in Figure 1. [We will require that all values in the list, excepting the first and last
pairs, be unique.]

0 1 4 23 18 14 15 13 1 0

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Figure 1: An example board of size n = 10. You win if you can identify any one local maximum
(a castle); in this case both index 3 and index 6 are local maxima.

Devise a strategy which will guarantee that you can find a local maximum in your opponent’s
board using no more than O(log n) queries, prove your run time and correctness.

Solution:


